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ABSTRACT

We construct vertex operators for arbitrary mass level states of

the closed bosonic string. Starting from a generalization of the Koba-

Nielsen amplitude which is suitable for an arbitrary genus Riemann surface,

we read the vertex operators from the residues of the poles for the

intermediate states. Since the original expression is metric independent

and normal ordered without the need of inventing any regularization scheme,

our vertex operators also possess these properties. We discuss their

general features.
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tn the path integral approach to string theory [1] the vertex operators must be

constructed out of the string coordinates and their derivatives. In order for the theory to

be consistent these vertices must obey certain symmetry requirements, namely

space-time Poincare invariance, world-sheet reparametrization invariance and Weyl

invariance. At first sight, the conditions of 2-dimensional covariance and Weyl

invariance seem to be incompatible since, while the former requires a metric tensor in

order to have well defined tensorial objects, the latter requires that all the metric

dependence drops out. However it has already been noticed that both conditions can

be reconciled by introducing a normal ordering prescription [2-8].

In general the different approaches to the construction of vertex operators for

arbitrary mass states follow the steps outlined above. Namely, imposing the symmetry

conditions plus a rule for substracting divergences at coincident points, usually by

means of a regutarization scheme. This leads to the introduction of counterterms

containing powers of the world-sheet scalar curvature and its derivatives in order to

cancel Weyl anomalies arising from self-contractions of the right- and left-moving

sectors.

In this letter we consider the problem of constructing vertex operators

corresponding to arbitrary mass level states of the closed bosonic string by a rather

different procedure, suitable for computations on an arbitrary Riemann surface. Our

starting point is the expression which appears in reference [9] for the multitachyon

amplitude written in terms of objects intrinsically defined on the Riemann surface of

genus g, such as the "Prime Form"[10]:

where © [ p J is an odd theta function, a?={«a(z), a=1 ,...,g} are a basis forihe

holomorphic abelian differentials and h{z) is a holomorphic 1/2-form whose square is a

particular linear combination of the coa "s:
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(2)

The vertex operators are read from the residues of the poles in the LorenSz scalat

combinations of the external momenta that correspond to the masses o? 'K-;

intermediate states. Since the original expression is metric independent and droady

normal ordered without the need of inventing any regularization scheme, wo e-tpect

the vertex operators \o share these properties.

The N-tachyon amplitude lor genus g £ 1 may be written as:

A(p, pn) =

where pj are the external tachyon momenta (pj2 = - 8) and

exp A(ZJ , Zj) » ]0(ZJ ,2; )|2 exp 2U(ZJ, z;) ( i )

(here and in the following this shorthand notation will be used for &[%]). The factor

U(Zj ,Zj), necessary for single valuedness, is g;ven by

U{Zi,Zj) = -J I Im f coa { lm£l)ab cob (5)

ImQ being the imaginary part of the period matrix and 2ilmjcoa = j o>a - \ coa .

The ©-function and w defined in eq.(2) also depend on the period matrix . The

whole expression for A still has to be multiplied by the suitable product of the

determinants which occur in the closed bosonic string measure [11], and finally

integrated over the moduli.
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The interesting point about eq. (3) [9] is that it is a covariant expression even

without the introduction of a metric, or alternatively, a(z) G>(Z) may be interpreted as an

intrinsically defined metric. As such, this metric is singular, and in (act its curvature is

zero wiih isolated 5-like singularities, corresponding lo the (g-1) double zeroes of co .

The zeroes of the metric cancel corresponding poles of K exp [- pj_pj A(ZJ ,z;)], which

i >j 4

would represent spurious singularities. The only possible remaining singularities are

the physical ones as z-. —> z:

(6)

which give rise to poles in (pj + pi )2 whenever

no-responding to states of the spectrum of the closed bosonic string (n=0 tachyon, n=1

in: ssless, n>1 massive). Physical singularities also appear when z^ Zjk, k<N,

c'!ide to : ' e same point for (p^ + +Pj )2 = 8 (n-1), but we will concentrate in

particular in the case of eqs. (6,7).

Finally notice that the expression in eq. (3) has already been normal ordered.

We wil1 then read the vertex for the n-th level by studying the limit of A for

(Pj + pj)2 -* 8(n-1). To this aim we first observe that given a function <&( E, , % ), regular

for E, , %-> 0,

\\
I m I! m!

• 2 v + 2 n + !
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(8)

where A is an arbitrary cutoff, irrelevant for v -> n+1 (in our case v = p-|-p2/4

and(p 1 + p 2 ) 2 =8(v-2)) .

The next step is the design oi a covariant way of performing the expansion

needed in eq. (8). We do it by adapting to our case the method of normal coordinates

expansion [12]. Since we may think of w w as a metric gz^ , we take the meromorphic

connection:

r = r?z =

In order to study the limit z2-^
z\- w e w r i t e Z2=z i+y a n c l y=^(')-^(0) where, for

0<t <1, the geodesic X( t) joining the points z-| and Z2 satisfies the equation

d t

Defining ^ = , _ 0 we obtain the following expression

(U)

where D n r means that the covariant derivative should be taken with respec! to the

lower indices.

Notice that £ transforms like a {-!) differential: 4 = 4Z • We may then write the

expansion of a scalar as

<D(z2)=

and of a vector as
V(z2) =

(12)

(13)
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Of course, D<t> = d * and DV = (3 - dco/co) V. In general, Dn<D = con [(1/co) d f <I>.

I! is then seen that to has vanishing covariant derivatives

Dnw = 0 .

Fxactly the same analysis can be carried over for the antiholomorphic part.

Lot us then rewrite the amplitude of eq. (3) as

(14)

n Ki,
tj>2

exp[.
P1P2

Li A(z, ,z
i*1.2

fa*
4

where 7C K|j = 71 exp[-pj p: A(ZJ,ZJ )/4] remains fixed in the computation. Under the

change of variables z2-> E, . d 2 z 2 ]^(Z2)I2 = d 2 E, |co(z.,) |2 due to eq. (14) and

u).(^=0) =to(z1). We then define AR by

,Z2) . (16)

Therefore,

Afl(z1'Z2) = ln (17)

is regular for t, ->0. The amplitude can then be written in terms of the following scalar

(18)

as

A =
1*1.2
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where F= exp[ - ^ ptp| A(zv z ;) /4] 71 K̂  does not depend on ££. Using eq. (8) we fir,d

that the residue of the pole at (p^ + p2)
2 = 8 (n-1) is given by

i«-m d Zi l

D2 D2 exp{ -v AR{z,z2) - 2 , -J1 (20)

(where z denotes the previous z.,). Since by construction D and D commute, B never

acts on any power, positive or negative, of to.

Let us begin the interpretation of eq. (20) by considering the lowest mass levels.

i) n=0, p2= -8. The vertex corresponding to the tachyon can be trivially read to

be

VQ = J d^z : exp (ip x ) :

Here and in the following we use <x(z) x(w)> = A(z,w)/4 for contractions and the

symbol : : means that self contractions should not be considered at all, i.e., only

contractions with other vertex operators are allowed.

ii) n=1, p2 = 0. The massless state vertex turns out to be

V1 = I d z exp(ipx) e v Dx11 Dxv = : V1 : - J d z exp(ipx) — r ^ — (21)

where p=p,+p2, Q =-4^o)a (Imfl1 )ab«b and, in our case, 6^= - p ^ p2
v .Notice that

p^ v =0 and that the polarization tensor E ^ can be decomposed into a traceless
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part (graviton) and a (race part (dilaton). Since our starting point is a tachyonic

amplitude, the residues of the poles produced when the positions of two tachyons

coincide, will correspond to the physical particles that can couple to tachyons. In

particular, the antisymmetric tensor field cannot be produced by this mechanism.

The term contatnig Q in eq. (21) comes from the normal ordering: the local part

of the self contraction, i.e. the 6(0) is automatically avoided by construction, whereas

(he non-local part corresponds to performing the following operation

Dxv(z)> = Tf ve lim D2 Dr
•> - » z , - z ' 16

(22)

This is an explicit expression for the dilaton coupling to an arbitrary Riemann

surface with g > 1. It gives rise to the tadpole divergence of the closed bosonic string,

representing the coupling of the dilaton to the vacuum [13].

To clarify the connection between our result and the dilaton counterterm suggested in

references [3,14], we notice that Q corresponds to the finite part of the curvature R =

-2gzz3z§z In g z I obtained from the singular metric (which is a generalization of the

metric usually taken for the sphere, flat everywhere but singular at the north pole):

Note that since the 8 -part of the curvature is avoided by construction, the integral

of its (inite part

j d2z Q = - 4 Tt g

is proportional to the genus g rather than to the Euler characteristic.

Eq. (20) generates also terms of the form

which would suggest a term in the vertex proportional to DDx. However, let us recall

the equation satisfied by the scalar propagator A(z,Zj) defined in eq.(4)

- 8 -

D^AfrZjJ-HSU.z.) - -O(z) - (23)

where the last term en the r.h.s. is due to the (g-1) further zeroes of our function ©.

Since these extra zeroes do not depend on z-., their contribution as well as that of Q(z)

cancel in the amplitude [15], by summing the contractions with the external tachyons,

due to energy momentum conservation and piie
>iV= 0. Moreover, we can perform

the computation by analytic continuation in the external momenta from the

region where also the S (z.z.) gives no contribution. We shall see indeed in the

general case that DDx never appears in the vertex, and that the terms proportional to

Q(z) arise due to the normal ordering in the self contractions between left and right

moving sectors as in eq. (22).

Let us notice that the extra zeroes of the propagator could give spurious

singularities, i.e. not related to physical poles in the external momenta. By the same

mechanism described above, they cancel in the amplitude due to p £^=0. We shall

see that this problem arises in general and it is solved due to relations among the

polarization tensors.

By construction the vertex V-j is obviously defined up to total derivatives. For

example, we can add a term

with p^1-2 =0 . This corresponds to a shift in the polarization tensor

euv~* eiiv + ' P^1* v + ' Pv1! ii

which generates the gauge transformations associated with the graviton.

iii) n = 2 , p 2 = 8 . The vertex obtained for the first massive level is

- 9 -



=Jd2z \

16

exp(ipx)(e

2

128 \i» 8 ii 8 4 iiv
e'1QDxvDxp}:

p

(24)

Similarly to the massless case, the terms corresponding to the self contractions can

be obtained using the following rule

<Dz x(z) Dz x(z)> = lim R ' ' 2
[ (24-a)

2 — 2 2—2 A R ( Z V 2 2 ^ 1 -

< D x D x > = lim D D = - • — D D Q
z z z ^ - z z ' Z j 4 1 6

(24-b)

We have already observed that exp A (z,Zj), defined in eq. (4), has extra zeroes, and

they are at the same position of the zeroes of to. These zeroes can appear in the

denominator and give rise to spurious singularities (notice that GO also appears inside

the covariant derivatives). The requirement that the spurius singularities cancel in the

amplitude of this vertex and, for instance, an arbitrary number of tachyon vertices leads

to the following constraints:

- 4 i e v = 0 (25-a)

(25-b)

These equations coincide with the requirements of conformal invariance obtained

from the operator product expansion [16]. Inourcase, e^=ip2»1and e ^

satisfy indeed these equations.
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Again, the vertex V2 is defined up to total derivatives. The addition of total derivatives

induces a redefinition, of the polarization tensors and this corresponds to the addition

of null states mentioned in Ref. [6] {we recall also that It has been noted in Ref. [17] that

some null states correspond to total derivatives both in z and in the moduli).

We are now able to generalize the construction outlined above for an arbitrary mass

level state. From eq. (20) we can read the vertex for the n-th massive state, p2 =

8(n-1), to be

V - fd2z(o£i)"n+1exp(ipx){e D V W D""VDXV+...+i j D"VD'XV
 + ...

+e Dx'...Dx } {D-»D,£H>£} (26)

(this can be further generalized to non-factorized polarizations by e

jil...(invl...vs '•

The particular vertex obtained from the multitachyon amplitude has definite

polarization tensors, which can be read from the expansion:

™ r 1exp<iPx) ^ W V ^ \ ^ "n = Jd 2z
J

[ iP 2

(27)

where Z is restricted to k1 + 2 k2 + 3 k3 + + s ks = n.

The self-contractions are computed with the prescription,

< D m x ( z ) D V ) > = li (28-a)

for m,q = 0 ,1 , . . . . n and 1<m+q<n, and
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> Dq<Dmx(2> Dqx(z) > = lim _L
16

Q (28-b)

for 1 <m, q <n. Notice that even though there are no DmD' x terms in the vertex, there

will be contractions <Dmx(z) D1 x(w)> which are different from zero only for g > 1.

In the Appendix we check that, in the case that (he polarization tensors are those

of eq. (27), the sum over the self-contractions according to the above rules, gives back

eq. (20).

The polarization tensors appearing in eq. (26) are constrained by linear relations

following from the requirement of conformal invariance. In fact, as observed in

reference [16], conformal invariance requires that the short distance expansion of the

product of the Tzz ( = : 9zx
u 3zx(1:) componenl of the energy momentum tensor and the

vertex Vn has no poles of order higher than 2. By looking at the possible singularities

one can derive the corresponding equations. (For this purpose, it is enough to

consider the surface of genus g = 0 and to take ordinary instead of covariant

derivatives). For example, in the case of n = 3 ( p2 « 16), where the vertex operator is

V 3 1 f d2z (COM)"2 exp(ipx) (e v Dx^DxW + E + e D V ) x ( D->5,

the relations are easily derived to be of the form

= 0

+ e e v = 0

where the coefficients have the values [6]: a=3, b=2/3, c=8, d=4/3 and e=24. We check

that the polarizations corresponding to the special case of eq. (27) satisfy these

relations.

- 1 2 -

Since conformal invariance guarantees the possibility of choosing an arbitrary

metric, the relations following from it have to insure the cancellation of the spurious

singularities which appear in our expression, as they can be interpreted to be due to

the use of the singular metric coco (see also the previous discussion for the n=1,2

levels).

In conclusion, we have presented a formalism that permits 1o obtain the vertex

operators for an arbitrary mass level state. It has several conceptual as well as

technical advantages. There is no need of inventing a regularization, since the

original expresion (3) is already normal ordered; therefore our intrinsic-normal-ordered

vertex operators have this property built in. The original expresion is also conformal

invariant since it contains no metric at all; therefore there is no need of going through

the process of cancelling the different possible sources of Weyl anomalies. Even

though no reference to any metric is made at any stage, the intrinsic-normal-ordered

vertex operators are covariant objects by construction. The mechanism used to obtain

the vertices automatically gives all the self-contraction terms. This allows us to extract

the rules that should be used 1o deal with them.

The polarization tensors coming from this procedure are of course particular

ones: they depend only on p2. However, once the conditions that the polarization

tensors must satisfy are enforced, the formalism is completely general and we can then

derive the general form of the vertex operators. Strictly speaking, this implies some

extrapolation beyond the intrinsic limitations of our method; for instance, no

antisymmetric particles can be obtained from tachyon scattering. Greater generality

could be achieved considering the scattering of massless particles as the starting

point. However, we prefer to postpone the study of this possibility up to the

consideration of the supersymmetric case.
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Appendix:

In this appendix we show that the vertex given in eq. (27) reproduces the result

(20) for the residue of the n-th massive level with the rules given in (28) for normal

ordering.

Notice that the vertex (27) can be reconstructed from the expansion in e of the

expression

exp[ ip2x(z + e)] (A.1)

where z + e means a displacement along the geodesic joining z, =z and z2 . (In order

to obtain the coefficient of | e |^ also the antiholomorphic part of the expansion has to

be considered.)

The normal ordering of this expansion is evaluated by using the contraction

<D lx(z)Dm
X(z)>= !im D' D™^^.

1 2 4

and similarly for D -»D and mixed terms.

Recall that AR can be split into a holomorphic, an antiholomorphic and a mixed

part

AR = A + A + H

where

A = In-

and

H=-K\ o>a(lmli'1)abj
7 Z?

Consider first the terms coming from contractions of the lorm < D'X Dmx > with

l,m>1 or contracting Dsx (s=l+m) with exp (i p x). Expanding (A.1) we obtain terms

ot the form

1 2

ip2x(z+e) ipx(z) > + - < [ ip2x(z+e) ] >J
[ ip,x(z+e)]

where < > means all possible contractions inside. The terms proportional to es are

where D<| (D2) denote derivative with respect to the first (second) argument of A.

Since

we find

l-o

( } = - h i D A - [ ^ ]

which reconstructs precisely the term with s derivatives of A coming from the expansion

of exp(- v Ap) in eq. (20).

Similarly, terms containing H come from the contractions

2
f _ m P? r m

<ip 2Dxip 2D x> = - -^-D, D2 H

(notice that D\ D™ H = D2 D^ H = - D*, D^ H = - D^DJ" H ).

The equivalence of the above expression with the terms

Pi

coming from the expansion of the exponential in (20) can be easily established by

noticing that D2
rD2

m A (z2,zp = D2
rD2

mH (z-|.z2) (independent of j) and using

momentum conservation.
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